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Andrea Ostrov Letania,    February 18,    2016 - 6:38 pm   
Jewish power is imperial.   When power becomes national, the majority in each nation focuses 
on its own domestic interests.  It becomes more aware of identity. It becomes more resistant 
to alien, foreign, and minority powers.

Jewish power is more about global networking than national interest. It is about Jews working
together in US, UK, France, Poland, Italy, Ukraine, Israel, etc.  If nationalism rises, this global 
network breaks down. Once the network is broken, Jewish power is greatly reduced as Jews in 
each nation has to contend with local majorities fixated on their own interests.
It’s like British power became global and imperial. Brits had to connect all the subject nations 
under BU, British Union.
If each subject nation decided on its own path, the empire would fall apart. Also, the British 
imperial elites in the subject nations would become isolated from each other in the absence of 
the imperial network and vulnerable to the united resistance of the native majorities. They 
would be threatened by local native majorities.
That is why the Brits encouraged all the subjects to pledge loyalty to the empire and the queen
than to their own nation and identity. And the native subjects were made to partake in the 
imperial glory, even if as minions of the Brits.
So, Brits used Indian merchants in Africa, African soldiers in the Middle East, Chinese 
middlemen in Malaysia, etc. Thus, the subject people would feel ‘empowered’ as part of the 
British Empire than as unique races or nations.
But the subject peoples eventually caught on to this trick and realized they were really serving
the Empire while losing control and ownership of their own nations.
EU is an empire, and it is controlled by Jewish Imperialists. Imperialists fear nationalism. They
seek to channel nationalist sentiments toward grand ambitions of the empire controlled by 
the imperialists.
So, under Jewish globalist imperialism, Americans have been encouraged to care more about 
stuff like ‘spreading democracy’ to Libya and Iraq than about their own broken national 
borders.  Just as Brits sought to ship Asians to Africa and Africans to Asia — thereby 
weakening the national/territorial consciousness of each subject nation — , the EU and US(as 
part of Jewish Empire) have been made to accept tons of non-whites, many of them displaced 
by Jewish Imperial ventures in Middle East and North Africa.
It’s like the Brits wanted Hindus to share in imperial glory in Africa than focus on national 
liberation of India from British rule.
Mixing up the populations makes imperial rule easier.
The native majorities lose in power, identity, and unity. And the newly arrived minorities stick 
close to the Empire and serve it loyally because they fear the angry ‘xenophobic’ native 
majority.
Look at Fareed Zakaria. He works for the Jewish global empire and against the white American
majority.
Age of empire continues. But it’s often invisible since Jewish-controlled US poses as a 
‘democracy’, and Jews often use financial than military muscle to pressure the world. And 
Jewish-controlled media make people of each nation feel ashamed of caring about their race 
and identity. Jews also blackmail elites around the world since they control Intelligence 
networks and have the dirt on everyone.
Indeed, ‘democracy’is often invoked to justify imperialism. Dempire.
Why do Jews have the right to colonize West Bank? Israel is ‘democratic’.
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